PRESS RELEASE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MET TODAY

2007 DRAFT ANNUAL REPORT APPROVED
Revenues of €331.695 thousand (+15,6% vs 2006)
Net loss of €21,757 thousand (€29.139 in 2006)
Net debt of €17.065 thousand (€27.857 thousand in 2006)
2008/2010 target confirmed

NEW TRAFFIC RIGHTS OBTAINED

NOTICE FOR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MODIFIED

Milan, 28 March 2008 – Eurofly’s Board of Directors met today in order to approve 2007 draft
annual report. 2007 loss was affect by the start up costs of the new routes to Mauritius and New
Delhi (the latest closed by September 2007) and of the events regarding fleet in March and April
2007. on the other side is positively influenced by the efficiency and effectiveness achieved in
operational management, as a result of the settlement of Meridiana S.p.A. as main shareholder,
from December 2006.

Economic and financial results in 2007
The economic indicators as of 31 December 2007 were calculated in application of the
accounting principle IRFS n. 5 regarding “discontinuing operations”. Revenues / costs and
proceeds / charges of the All Business BU were reclassified in the “discontinuing activity results”
not included in EBITDAR, EBITDA and EBIT, both for 2007 and 2006. This caused a variation in
the data at 31 December 2006 showed for comparison.

Total revenues in 2007 came to €331.695 thousand. The 15.6% increase respect 2006 result is
to be related to the increase in offer and activity in long range.
EBITDAR, in the amount of €31.186 thousand, is in line with 2006. The increase in Long Range
is compensated with the decrease in Medium Range. The result was penalized by the start up on
new routes to Mauritius and New Delhi at the beginning of 2007, and by the increase other

operating and wet lease costs and fuel costs. For an homogeneous comparison of the results
including All Business please refer to the following paragraph, that better describes the overall
trend of the EBITDAR.
EBITDA was equal to -14.666 thousand Euro. The 10.017 decrease is due to the above
mentioned factors and to the increase in leasing costs following the increase in A330 fleet. For a
homogeneous comparison of the data including All Business, please refer to the following
paragraph, that better describes the overall trend of the EBITDA.
EBIT is equal to 22.289 thousand Euro, with a 5.915 decrease respect 2006. For a homogeneous
comparison of the data including All Business, please refer to the following paragraph, that
better describes the overall trend of the EBIT.
At the end of June the leasing contract of A319 aircraft was disposed, with an overall result of
the Business Unit including the capital gains, neutral.
Net loss is equal to 21.757 thousand Euro, vs 29.139 thousand euro in 2006.

Net debt fell from €27,857 thousand in December 2006 to €17,065 thousand in December 2007
due, primarily, to the sale of the lease on the A319 aircraft. Cash and cash equivalents went
from a net overdraft position of €4,124 thousand at the end of the prior year to a net overdraft
of €8,960 thousand, thanks to the above mentioned sale and to the unlock of the bank
guarantees relative to the leasing contract.

Shareholders’ equity at the end of December 2007 came to -€5,406 thousand, declining from
the €16,702 thousand posted at the end of December 2006. Please note that in first quarter
2008 the capital increase in cash and in nature were completed and company’s equity is equal to
€6.503,1 thousand.

Economic and financial result in 2007 without A319 riclassification
For a better understanding of 2007 results, including also A319 BU data on EBITDAR, EBITDA
and EBIT, here below are represented a prospectus for comparison in application of the IFRS n.
5 and without the application of IFRS n. 5 on discontinuing activity.
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Referring to the pro forma data, EBIT shows an increase in absolute and relative
terms.

Important events occurred after year end
Ion 20th February the first capital increase in cash came to an end, with the underwriting of the
11.129.418 new shares, for an overall countervalue of around €15 million. Meridiana subscribed
5.3 million shares, including 3,3 million shares pro quota and further 2 million shares,
subscribed under tender offer exeption. Meridiana partecipations in Eurofly grew from 29,95% to
38,27%. On 11 March 2008 the capital increase in kind reserved to Meridiana was perfectionised
with the conferimento of 50% stake in Wokita and Sameitaly. The countervalue of the operation
was €8 million. Meridiana stake in Eurofly grew to 46,10%.

Foreseable evolution
Eurofly’s result in January and February 2008 are slightly worse than Business Plan
expectations, but better than those in the same months of 2006, mainly due to Kenya. On the
contrary, the equity strengthening was better than expected, due to the good results in cash
capital increase.
The Board of Directors confirmed the assumptions of 2008/2010 Business Plan, despite the
results may be significantly affected by external issues not under control of the management
(i.e. Kenya events) and by complete realization of future strategic actions, confirming the
ongoing concerns and the target included in the plan.

The Financial Reporting Officer, Daniele Renna, has stated in accordance with Article 154 bis,
paragraph 2 of the Consolidated Finance Act (Testo Unico della Finanza) that the accounting
information contained in this press release is consistent with the documentary findings, and the
accounting entries and records.

Following Eurofly’s Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash flow Statement as of 31
December 2007.
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New traffic rights obtained
Eurofly obtained from ENAC traffic rights to Uncraina, Il Cario and Senegal. The switch from a
charter company to a mixed charter company, with higher exposition to scheduled flights is
confirmed

Notice for Shareholders Meeting modified
Board of Directors modified the advice already released on MF news paper on 28 march 2008,
introducing a new item on the agenda regarding “Deliberation ex art 2389 c.c.” The new advice
will be available on the same newspaper tomorrow.
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